Courion finally brings freight door guide shoes out of the Stone Age. The Courion LF96 Guide Shoe has time-saving features that are not available anywhere else in the industry.

**INSTALLS QUICKLY.** Composite design means no more shims or small shoe pieces.

**LASTS LONGER.** Molybdenum surfaces withstand loss of lubrication. Hardened wear strips are built-in.

**QUIET.** Low friction-bearing surfaces eliminate metal to metal clattering.

**AMBIDEXTROUS.** One model fits both left and right hands.

**RETROFITABLE.** Replaces almost all standard Courion door and gate guide shoes.

**APPROVED BY UL.** Can be used on all COURION labeled freight elevator doors.

Courion Part Number 09-870000
### Part # | Part Description | Part Identification
---|---|---
09-870033 | LF96 Guide Shoe Packet - (Contains four (4) LF96 Guide Shoes) | ![Image of LF96 Guide Shoe Packet]

Guide Shoes are ambidextrous (not handed)

---

**Need A New Pair Of Shoes?**

Courion maintains a wide variety of Adjustable Guide Shoes, including the NEW LF96 Guide Shoe with low-friction bearing surfaces. Call Courion today at **1-800-533-5760**.

All we need is the **Job Number**, **Job Name**, and/or **Job Location**, along with the Elevator/Shaft Number and Landing/Entry Number to process your order.

---

Replace your old-style guide shoes with Courion's new LF96 guide shoes.